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CHANNEL TUNNEL RAIL LINK- PROJECT UPDATE 

Robert Sturk, Skanska JV Projects Ltd 
David M Sharrocks, London Bridge Associates Ltd 

1. lntroduction 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) is the UK's first major new railway for over a 
century - a high speed line running for 109 km between St Pancras and the 
Channel Tunnel. The CTRL is being constructed in two phased sections. 
Section 1 runs from the Channel Tunnel and links into the existing rail network 
at Fawkham Junction in north Kent and today all civil works are complete. 
Section 2, which brings the new line into London's St Pancras Station is well 
underway, and the London Tunnels (C220, C240 and C250) have, by the 
launch of all six Earth Pressure Balanced TBMs, reached and passed an 
important key milestone. 

This paper will described some of the most important technical aspects of the 
construction of the London Tunnels, such as the tunnel segments, the tunnel 
eyes and the settlement control required to ensure a safe operation of live 
railways adjacent to the CTRL Tunnels. In addition to this the outline and 
operation of the Team 200 Alliance will be discussed. A current progress report 
will conclude the paper. 

2. The Team 200 Alliance, T2A 

Although partnering was an integrated part of the initial NEC contract set-up for 
all Area 200 contracts, the contractors and the client have taken ca-operation 
one step further by forming the T2A alliance. The T2A implies that the four con
tracts C220, C230, C240 and C250 and the Project Manager RLE work as a 
single team with one common budget and one common programme. The agree
ment between the client and the parties (Figure 1 ), which is a relatively short 
supplement to the existing contracts, was signed in April 2002. Marking a 
milestone in high level partnering within the construction industry. 

T2A is based on an incentive proposal which will incentivise all T2A members to 
work together as a single team and not as four individual contracts and a 
Project Manager. The main objectives are to: 

o Complete Area 200 under budget & ahead of schedule 
o Reduce risk of cost or time overrun 
o Rationalise the teams into more focused units 
o Ensure design supports construction 
o Ensure all members make a profit 
o Provide incentives to co-operate across contracts 
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Prior to Alliance T2A 

Client Client 
Union Railways (North) Limited Union Railways (North) Limited 

I I 
Proiect Manager Team 200 Alliance 

Rail Link Engineering RLE 
(Bechtel, Arup, Halcrow and Systra) C220 NCSJV 

I 
C230 Skanska UK 

C240 CSB JV 
Area 200 Contractors C250 NWFK 

C220 Nishimatsu - Cementation Skanska 
C230 Skanska Construction {UK} Ltd 

C240 Costain - Skanska - Bachy 
C250 Nutall - Wayss & Freytag - Kier 

Figure 1 Area 200 Organisation Chart, before and after the launch of the 
alliance. 

The monetary incentive is based on an equitable shares agreement. The four 
contractor's and RLE's budgeted costs and profits, as well as the RLE allowan
ces (contingency) have all been put together to form one common budget with a 
defined target cost. Any contingency in excess of the alliance's forecast final 
budget is defined as "a pot" and spread over 8 key dates. lf a key date is 
achieved each alliance member gets 1140th share of the pot. The key dates are 
spread geographically and chronologically across the whole Area 200. lf dates 
are not achieved the incentive will not be paid, however, 75% is rolled over to 
the next key date and 25% is retained by the client. 

Basically, the initial contracts have not changed apart from one important issue, 
the removal of all monetary compensation events. This means that there are no 
means for the contractors to claim additional money, unless the client increases 
the scope of the works. This, of course, puts pressure on all alliance members 
to co-operate and mitigate any unwanted events threatening the overall cost. 
The risk manag-ement and use of an Early Warning System (for notification of all 
potential problems early on) within the project are, as a consequence, important 
and widely used tools. 

The T2A has now been operational for almost a year and is still on budget and 
on programme. The co-operation between parties works well and overall cost 
savings are obvious. They area result of, for example, benchmarking between 
contracts, common use of subcontractors and better utilisation of resources 
(e.g. partly common quality and environmental teams). One obvious positive 
effect of the alliance is also that a massive interface problem related to launch 
of the TBMs at Stratford has been avoided which minimised the delays. This 
was mainly a threat to the client in respect of possible compensation events and 
increasing costs. However, this could be avoided due to good co-operation 
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du ring the phased hand-over of the Stratford Box from C230 to C220 and C240 
respectively. 

3. Pre Cast Concrete Segments and Spheroidal Graphite lron Segments 

3.1 Pre-Cast Concrete (PCC) Segments 
The permanent structure of the CTRL running tunnels consists of a series of 
PCC rings, each containing 10 segments. The rings are erected and bolted 
together inside the tailshield of the TBMs. The design of the PCC Segments 
was done by the Client and the Project Manager in the early stages of the 
project. 

Segment data is summarised as follows: 
o The rings are tapered to forma lett and right ring. The key must be placed 

above tunnel axis. 
o One ring contains 10 segments, 9 ordinary plates and one key. 
o The outer diameter is 7850 mm. 
o The inner diameter is 7150 mm. 
o The width of the segments is 1500 ± 7 mm taper. 
o The required grade of concrete is C60. 
o The segments are reinforced with steel fibres (30 kg/m3

). Polypropylene 
fibres are added for fire resistance (1 kg/m3). 

o The fixing of the segments is done with M24 galvanised balts + dowels. 
o lnserts include plastic bolt sockets, plastic grout plugs, M&E fixing socket 

and lifting pins. 
o Sealing is provided using an EPDM gasket. 

The PCC Segment production for the three tunnel contracts are done in two on
site factories one at Dagenham serving C250 and one at Stratford serving both 
C220 and C240. Totally, almost 23 000 rings are to be manufactured, equalling 
230 000 segment plates. Most of the segments (160 000 plates) are to be 
manufactured in Stratford and this factory is, as a result, designed to have a 
higher production output. 

The set-up of the two factories is fundamentally different in several aspects. The 
major differences are given below. 
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Stratford, C220 & C240 Dagenham, C250 
Production sub-contracted to Malling Factory operated by C250. Concrete 
Holzmann JV. delivered by Hanson Premix. 

200 moulds in 4 carousels. The moulds 210 static moulds in 8 production lines. 
move from one work station to another. 

Two batching plants within the factory, Pre-mixed concrete used from a nearby 
each serving two production lines. batching plant (close to but not within 
Concrete transported to concreting station factory). Concrete transported to moulds 
by use of hoppers. using trucks. 

Heated curing in separate curing No heated curing. Curing at the 
chambers. production lines. 

Stacked on sides ring by ring in outdoor Stacked on extrados (backsides) by 
yard. segment type in outdoor yard. 

The planning of the production rate is important and is a balance between 
having enough output to feed the tunnelling progress and at the same time not 
exceed available storage space. The Stratford factory produces approximately 
230 rings (2300 segments) per week during full production and the Dagenham 
factory is capable of producing around 110 rings per week. 

The dimensional tolerances on the segments are very tight and this required the 
moulds to be manufactured to a high standard, and also continuous inspection 
of the moulds during production. The issue of dimensional checking was 
thoroughly discussed prior to production and it was concluded that dimensional 
checking on the moulds themselves was sufficient. In addition to this the 
thickness of the segments is measured during final inspection. Dimensional 
checks using 3D laser techniques were performed on a number of moulds to 
verify the manufacturing quality. On a regular basis, during production, the 
moulds are checked using high precision steel templates. Prior to production full 
scale ring build tests were carried out to verify the quality of the segments. 

From a quality viewpoint same initial problems occurred at both factories, they 
were mainly related to miscasting of inserts and design and fitting of the EPDM 
gasket. MHJV also had same problems with excessive thickness during a 
limited period. Segments with minor defects are quarantined and repaired. 
Major repairs are not allowed and faulty segments must be rejected. The rate of 
rejection is low and in the range of 0.5%. On the production lines, minor repairs 
such as blowholes and bleeding are only done if imperfections are within 40 mm 
of the gasket grove. 

3.2 SGI (Spheroidal Graphite Iran) Segments 
Cast Iran (SGI) Segments are used for cross-passages and other special 
sections, such as sumps and shaft connections. Traditionally, a lot of SGI 
segments have been used in London, but today only a few factories in Europe 
manufacture these type of segments. 
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A total of 5500 SGI segments will be used for the CTRL tunnels (four contracts, 
T2A + C320) and they have been ordered jointly by all contracts. The manufac
turer is St Gobain Pipelines Plc, with C&W Production Engineering Ltd as 
subcontractor for the machining. 

The casting is done at the Staveley works in Chesterfield and the machining 
outside Manchester. The foundry mainly uses scrap metal, which is melted and 
treated to achieve the specified quality. The material specification of each bath 
is separately controlled and analysed. Casting is done using sand moulds, 
which are manufactured using wooden patterns and controlled sand prior to 
each casting. The segments are then shot blasted and painted before being 
shipped for machining. 

The machining process includes machining of the cross and circle joints and 
drilling of balt holes. The circle joint flanges on the segments are machined 
when the segments are bolted together as a complete ring, assuring a high 
precision and good building properties. 

The mast critical quality issue is the metallurgical composition and consequently 
quality inspections are focused on this both during casting and on the finished 
segments, e.g. by means of ultrasonic testing and hardness testing. Another 
important issue is the coating and the protection of the segments during hand
ling, both during manufacturing and build in the tunnel. As a result procedures 
are implemented to assure good logistics. 

4. Design and construction of Tunnel Eyes 

The Tunnel Eyes forma vital part of all saft ground tunnelling. The launch of the 
TBMs, as well as the reception/despatch of the machines at the intermediate 
shafts require a reliable and sate transition from the natural ground to the struc
tures themselves. This is normally done by the construction of a tunnel eye (saft 
eye) which will allow the TBM to go through the relevant structure. 

The tunnel eye fulfils two main requirements; firstly, it provides an "opening" in a 
shaft structure (normally a reinforced concrete wall, such as a diaphragm wall) 
that the TBM will be able to excavate through without being damaged. This 
"opening" normally consists of same "saft" unreinforced material such as foam 
concrete. Secondly the eye structure should, in both its temporary and perma
nent form, provide a seal around the tunnel periphery, between the tunnel seg
ments (the ring), the shaft structure and the natural ground. 

In the case of CTRL two different types of tunnel eyes have been used. One 
type for the launch of the TBMs at the portals, and another type for the inter
mediate shafts. In both cases extensive de-watering have been carried out 
facilitating the construction of the eyes. 
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At Stratford Box seal cans were manufactured and installed forming an integral 
part of the concrete wall structure. Openings in the D-walls at the tunnel eye 
locations were protected by using sheet piles, which were pulled from the 
surface during start of the TBM. A groutable "Bullflex" seal, which is located 
inside the seal can forms the permanent seal between the PCC rings and the 
ground. 

Saft eyes at the intermediate shafts were constructed by breaking out the 
reinforced D-walls at the tunnel locations exposing the de-watered ground in 
small sections. The risk of Running and Flowing ground was controlled by care
ful exposure, continuous monitoring and a preparedness to quickly brace the 
face with timber. When a section had been opened the complete bottom of the 
shaft, up to that level, was filled with foam concrete (suitable for the TBM to drill 
through) creating a temporary support. The TBM will then be taken through the 
shaft in a conventional way and afterwards the foam concrete and the built PCC 
rings will be taken out. The transition inta the shaft is then grouted to form a 
permanent seal. 

5. Tunnelling under live railway 

5.1 General 
lnterface with railways is one of the major technical and administrational issues 
for the CTRL project. Almost all construction activities within Section 2 are 
carried out in close vicinity of live railways. This requires not only onerous 
consent procedures and close ca-operation with third parties but also advanced 
technical solutions and comprehensive monitoring schemes. 

Several live railways and tube line tunnels are affected by the CTRL and the 
diversity of potential problems is large. Some of the mast important and mast 
critical crossings are summarised below: 

o Contract 220 
The Northern and City Line Tunnels and Victoria Line Tunnels will be 
under-crossed at the end of the tunnelling operations close to St Pancras 
porta1. C220 are also carrying out settlement prevention and strengthe
ning works at Caledonian Road Railway Bridge. 

o Contract 240 
The Central Line Tunnels and the Great Eastern Railway are crossed 
after less than 50 m of tunnelling from the Stratford Box. The Central 
Line Tunnels are as close as 4.4 m to the CTRL Tunnels. 

o Contract 250 
Virtually the whole tunnel is beneath existing railways, e.g. the London 
Tilbury Southend Railway. Settlement mitigation is carried out at several 
locations, for example at Alfred's Way Bridges and Ripple Road Bridge. 
At same locations existing foundation piles will have to be removed and 
specially designed anti-settlement measures are required. 
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The proposed method of using Earth Pressure Balance Tunnelling Machines 
(EPBMs) designed, built and operated toa very high specification with the 
ability to minimise adverse settlement effects, was an important measure to fulfil 
the overall requirements on interface with the live railways. 

5.2 Potential problems and impact on adjacent railways 

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) 
All advanced plant containing electrical equipment will generate electromagnetic 
fields. Such magnetic emissions may interfere with existing electronic equip
ment adjacent to the source. In this case cancerns have been raised on the fact 
that the operation of the CTRL TBMs may impact the signalling system of the 
adjacent railways. This has been particularly emphasised for the Central Line 
tunnels. Both due to the fact that the CTRL tunnels cross at a very close range 
(4.4 m) and that the signal system of the Central Line is quite old. 

The EMC issue was dealt with in two steps. Firstly, the manufacturers of the 
TBMs issued a certification that the machines were in compliance with 
European Standards. In addition to this, measurements were performed on site, 
when the TBMs were under load at a wider range of frequencies than defined in 
the European Standard. 

For Contract 240 the EMC issue became critical as the boring wasn't allowed to 
start until it had been confirmed, by site measurements, that magnetic emis
sions from the TBM would not affect the Central Line signalling system, which 
was considered to be susceptible to low frequency emissions. The problem 
was, however, that proper measurements could not be carried out until the TBM 
was under load. Consequently, measurements were carried out during launch 
and a report could be issued allowing the TBM to progress with only minor 
delay. Measurement confirmed that the emissions were well below the formu
lated limit line. 

Ground Loss 
Ground loss as a result of the TBM excavation is the main source of settlement 
in saft ground tunnelling. The ground loss ratio is defined as the volume of 
ground excavated in excess of the theoretical cut volume to the theoretical cut 
volume, and is usually expressed as a percentage. This ratio varies greatly 
according to the ground conditions, the machine characteristics, the degree of 
management control and the importance of the infrastructure that is potentially 
influenced by tunnelling. There are normally five sources of ground loss related 
to EPBM tunnelling. 

1. Ground Loss before the tunnel face 
The TBM is required to support the excavation face and control the 
removal of spoil from the face. In simple terms the face support 
pressure must lie somewhere between active pressure and passive 
pressure of the soil. lf the face support pressure is greater than passive 
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there is a risk of heave, if it is less than active then the disturbance and 
vibration caused by the TBM will cause the ground to flow. 

2. Ground Loss around the shield 
It is essential to over excavate at the tunnel face to enable the TBM 
shield to pass through the ground. That over excavation is required to 
anticipate and control the friction that will develop between the ground 
and the shield. The over excavation is also required to provide the 
space to steer the rigid TBM body sections when it is necessary to 
follow a curved alignment or to make corrections to the alignment. 

3. Ground lossat the tail skin 
It is inevitable that whenever tunnel rings are built within the skin of a 
shield there will be a significant tail void where the rings come out of the 
back of the shield. Traditionally, that void is filled by grouting through 
grout holes in the rings. However, in recent years it has become the 
normal practice to grout through the tail skin rather than the rings as a 
means of reducing the annular thickness of the tail void. Ground loss 
due to inadequate filling of the tail void is generally the main source of 
ground loss on EPBM and slurry shield tunnelling projects. 

4. Ground loss due to structural deformation of the lining 
The rings are constructed with a thickness of 350mm of grade 60N/mm 
concrete with fibre reinforcement for added strength and toughness. 
Deformation due to ground load will be minimal and an order of magni
tude less than any of the other sources of ground loss identified. 

5. Ground loss due to long term consolidation 
The long term consolidation due to dissipation of excess pore pressure 
is a mechanism that will not occur on this project. 

5.3 Settlement control for the Central Line (C240) 

Analysis of ground loss and settlements carried out prior to tunnelling 
The Central Line under-crossing was one of the major issues for T2A du ring the 
planning, design and preparation phases preceding the launch of the TBMs. 
The main concern, of course, being interruptions in the operation of Central Line 
as a result of the construction of the CTRL tunnels and more seriously any 
structural damage to the existing tunnels. The Central Line tunnels crosses the 
CTRL tunnels only 30 m away from the portal. This gave no allowance fora 
learning curve in the operation of the C240 TBMs. All systems had to be fully 
operational and commissioned from the very start of the drive. 

Extensive analyses of the impact on the Central Line tunnels were carried out 
prior to launch of the first TBM. The most important being a prediction of ground 
loss and a structural analysis of the existing Central Line tunnels. 
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Recalling the different sources of ground loss described above, the contribu
tions to the ground loss ratio for the C240 tunnels were estimated as follows: 

Ground loss before the tunnel face 0.1 % 
Ground loss around the shield 0.1 % 
Ground loss at the tail skin 0.2% 
Ground loss due to structural deformation of the linings 0% 
Ground loss due to long term consolidation 0% 

The sum isa ground loss ratio of 0.4% and this was the actual predicted value. 
For analyses on impact on the live railways, ground loss ratios of 0.5% and 
0.75% have been used. An important input to the analysis was also the actual 
ground loss achieved at the first C220 TBM, which was launched three months 
before the C240 start. On the initial drive at C220 a ground loss of 0.3 to 0.5% 
was achieved, i.e. close to the C240 prediction. 

The predictions implied that the ground loss was to be controlled such that the 
anticipated movement of the Eastbound Central Line (4.4 m above the CTRL 
tunnel) was limited to approximately 20 mm of settlement due to tunnelling. The 
Westbound Central Line is further from the CTRL tunnels and therefore the 
effect was estimated to be less. 

The structural analysis made prior to launch concluded that no form of interna! 
or externa! strengthening of the Central Line tunnel structures was necessary, 
given a ground loss of 0. 75%. However, the analysis identified that selective 
circle bolt loosening was necessary to eliminate any possibility of overstressing 
the tunnel. 

Specific mitigation measures carried out prior to tunnelling 
The use of a high specified TBM and the de-watering of the Thanet Sands 
provided the principal means of protecting the Central Line. In addition to this 
some mitigation measures have been carried out inside the Central Line 
tunnels. 

The specification of the C240 Wirth TBMs is tailored to the expected geology 
and to the particular need to minimise settlements under the Central Line. Some 
specific state-of-the-art features are: 

o Double articulation of the TBM shield body. This is the use of the very best 
current practice to allow the shield to follow the path of the cutter head with 
the least possible resistance due to the shield being dragged through the 
hole formed by the cutter head. 

o Smaller than standard gauge picks used at the start of the drive decreasing 
the over excavation, 

o The setting of gauge picks initially only to allow for steering correction, but 
not for the construction of a planned curve (as the initial stretch is straight), 

o Shield body injection points to allow the void around the shield body to be 
injected with a biodegradable pumpable solid grease. It will have two 
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beneficial effects. It will act as a lubricant, which will reduce friction forces 
and allow easier passage of the TBM. It will also act as a void filler and this 
will reduce the normal tendency of the ground to fill the void around the 
shield. 

o Grout pipes incorporated within the tail skin itself in order to ensure that the 
tail void is filled at the earliest possible opportunity. In addition to this a grout 
process interlocking system has been incorporated in the TBM. This means 
that there is an override control, which prevents TBM advance unless the 
pressure of grout entering the grout void is above the specified level. 

Ground stability has been improved by an extensive de-watering scheme, which 
has removed the artesian water pressure in the Thanet Sands at the tunnelling 
level. The Thanet Sand is an interlocked sand and by experience stable in dry 
conditions. No other ground improvement, e.g. grouting, was proposed although 
it was considered and rejected based on the fact that such measures presented 
a greater risk of settlement/damage during their installation and operation. 

The existing condition of the both Central Line tunnels is good and the structure 
is very stiff. As mentioned above, this stiffness presented a potential problem 
and the mitigation proposals comprised the introduction of a number of disconti
nuous joints into the Central Line tunnels to allow them to follow the ground 
movement without overstressing the lining. London Underground (LUL) required 
the mitigation proposals to cater for 2% volume loss which is four times what 
was considered credible. 

Real time monitoring and manual, engineering hours monitoring of the Central 
Line was established prior to the commencement of tunnelling. Sub-surface 
monitoring using horizontal inclinometers, was also established in order to 
confirm that settlement performance matches prediction. 

It should be noted that ground loss/settlement is not only a potential problem for 
the live railways, but also for all existing structures/buildings along the tunnel 
route. As part of the assessment and mitigation to control settlement, approxi
mately 5000 defect surveys of buildings inside the area of influence from the 
tunnels have been carried out, also surface monitoring of approximately 20 000 
targets will be carrred out as the tunnelling proceeds. 

Tunnelling under Central Line 
During the drive constant monitoring and adjustments to face pressure, grouting 
pressure and other machine parameters was made in order to minimise the 
impact on the Central Line. A daily meeting with LUL was instigated to review 
performance against predictions and to ensure that hold points could be relea
sed without interruptions to either the tunnelling or the Central Line operations. 

The TBM was driven through the zone of influence for the Central Line during 
two weeks in December 2002, with a progress rate of 2-4 rings per shift. This 
was a major achievement as only 10 rings had been built prior to this critical 
passage. London Underground train services were not affected by the tunnel-
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ling. The maximum recorded settlements were 8 mm in the Eastbound Tunnel 
(4.4 m above the CTRL) and 5 mm in the Westbound Tunnel (8 m above 
CTRL). The calculated ground loss was 0.25% with a trough width parameter of 
0.55, which indicated a shallow and gently curved trough. It should be noted 
that none of the joints from which balts had been removed in the Central Line 
tunnels opened during tunnelling. 

6. Progress update and conclusion 

The CTRL project has passed some important milestones and some of the 
major technical challenges have been solved. The assembly and launch of all 
TBMs is a major achievement. Still, at least 18 months of construction remains 
and so also some difficulties, e.g. construction of cross passages and TBM 
dismantling. So far the alliance's programme and budget are being maintained 
with a forecast of reaching all key milestone dates. Tunnelling is generally 
expected to proceed with a capacity of 8-10 rings (12-15 m) per shift per TBM. 
A summarised progress update (13th of January 2003) is given below: 

o C220. More than 1000 rings (1500 m) have been excavated in the up-line 
tunnel and the progress is good. The down line tunnel is at Ring 188. 
Interna! works have started in both shafts and tunnel eyes at Graham Rd are 
completed. 

o C230. The massive diaphragm wall for Stratford box is complete (in total 
more than 2000 metres). Continuous excavation and base slab construction 
inside the Box is ongoing with slight delays. The Land Raise is ongoing 
using the excavated material from the tunnels C220 and C240. 

o C240. The up-line tunnel has passed the Central Line and the Great Eastern 
Line successfully and 90 rings have been built. The down-line TBM is ready 
to go and tunnelling will commence late January. Woodgrange Rd shaft is 
ready to receive the TBMs and interna! works have started. The base slab is 
just completed at Barrington Rd. 

o C250. The settlement mitigation work is ongoing at several locations. The 
up-line TBM has completed just below 300 rings and the down-line TBM has 
just started. The Wayside shaft, which is an oval plan secant piled walled 
cofferdam, is near completion and will be ready for TBM reception intime. 

Sammanfatting 

Samtliga tunnelkontrakt inom Section 2 av CTRL har nu startat tunnelborrning 
mha 8 sköldade tunnelborrningsmaskiner (EPBM) och därmed har en viktig 
milstolpe inom projektet klarats av. Sex av dessa TBMer tillhör de sk London 
Tunnels, Area 200, där också det från början väl utvecklade partneringkoncep
tet tagits ytterligare en nivå i och med bildandet av en allians. lnitiellt bestod 
Area 200 av fyra separata kontrakt som alla byggde på NEC Option C, som är 
ett incitamentsavtal med målkostnad samt ett avtalat arvode. Parterna (bestäl
laren och de fyra konsortierna, se också "Figure 1" ovan) såg dock potential i att 
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ytterligare utöka och formalisera samarbetet sinsemellan. Följaktligen bildades 
en allians (Team 200 Alliance, T2A) med det övergripande målet att sänka kost
naderna och öka marginalerna för alla aktörer. Ett tilläggsavtal skrevs under i 
april 2002. Avtalet innebär att alliansen arbetar med en gemensam budget och 
målkostnad, som baseras på de ursprungliga kontrakten och beställarens kost
nader och reserver, samt en gemensam tidplan. Detta ökar incitamentet för 
samtliga men tar å andra sidan bort möjligheten att få extrabetalt för exempelvis 
"ätor". Alla "överskottspengar" har allokerats till en pott som knutits till 8 nyckel
datum, spridda geografiskt och tidsmässigt över de fyra kontrakten. Om ett 
nyckeldatum uppnås erhåller parterna vardera 1 /40-del av potten. Detta samar
bete har pågått i nästan ett år och alliansen är fortfarande i fas med tidplan och 
budget. Samtliga aktörer är nöjda med samarbetet och positiva effekter har 
exempelvis varit att personalresurser har kunnat utnyttjas gemensamt. Flera po
tentiella gränssnittsproblem med risk för stora finansiella krav på beställaren har 
lösts inom alliansen och därmed också totalt sänkt kostnaderna för projektet. 

Den bärande konstruktionen i tunnlarna utgörs av en ring av betongsegment 
(10 segment). Ringen byggs inne i skölden på TBMerna och hålrummet mellan 
jorden och ringen fylls med ett accelererat injekteringsbruk. Betongsegmenten 
som är armerade med stålfiber tillverkas på plats i två fabriker med en total 
kapacitet på knappt 3500 segment i veckan. Segmenten tillverkas med höga 
krav på tolerans men trots detta är andelen förkastade segment låg ca 0,5%. 

Ett av de stora problemen inom projektet är närheten till befintlig järnväg/tunnel
bana och bebyggelse samt därmed potentiella sättningsskador till följd av 
tunnelarbeten. En av de mest kritiska passagerna är då CTRL-tunnlarna 
passerar under tunnelbanans (Central Line) tunnlar strax öster om Stratford 
med bara lite över 4 m täckning. Två viktiga tekniska frågeställningar som har 
utretts mycket noga i samband med detta har varit dels materialförlusten 
(ground loss) runt TBM:erna samt dels elektromagnetiska fält genererade av 
TBM:erna och deras påverkan på befintliga signalsystem. Central Lineär en 
huvudpulsåder i Londons tunnelbanesystem och London Underground som är 
ansvariga har varit tveksamma till underpassagen och krävt noggrann förbe
redelse och kontroll. Tillstånd att driva vidare genom influnenszonen har givits 
från dag till dag, då alla drivningsparametrar och mätningar utvärderats. En stor 
utmaning har varit att influenszonen för Central Line startade endast 8 ringar 
(12 m) efter start. Det har således inte givits någon tid för upplärning, utan alla 
system var tvungna att fungera felfritt direkt från start, normalt säger man att det 
behövs ca 100-150 m ringar att trimma in alla system på en TBM av denna typ. 

Före start kunde man genom mätningar visa att den elektromagnetiska stör
ningen från maskinerna var mycket liten och helt ofarlig för signalsystemen. En 
av TBM:erna har idag passerat under Central Line och både materialförlusten 
och sättningarna har varit mindre än förväntat. Materialförlusten blev 0.25% 
(0.4% förväntat) och sättningarna 8 mm (20 mm förväntat). Drivningen genom
fördes mycket försiktigt med en hastighet av 2-4 ringar per skift och helt utan 
incidenter. När nu dessa första svårigheter klarats av förväntas tunneldriften 
komma igång och inom kort uppnå en kapacitet av 8-10 ringar per skift. 
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